LEGEND OF THE DRAGON
“Trial By Fire”
Part One
Ep. 101-04
Written by
Sean Catherine Derek
February 4, 2004
Conformed to record & with some directing notes for Tom T.
In order to retain line numbers and put in notes, it gave us
odd line breaks. Go figure. All notes in red.
FINAL March 04, 2004

Conformed 8th March 2004
Logline: The Golden Dragon, protector of the Yin and Yang,
has passed on and fifteen-year-old Ling Leung believes she is
to take his place. However, she is outraged when the honor
goes to her twin brother, Ang. Both twins quickly discover
that the evil Zodiac Master plans to take the power for
himself.
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2.

SYNOPSIS: The last Golden Dragon has passed on and a new
Dragon must be chosen before evil strikes. Master Chin takes
the twins to the secret Temple Of The Dragons (hidden inside
the mountain beneath the Dragon Dojo in Hong Kong). At the
temple Master Chin presents the Band Of Power to the next
Golden Dragon… fifteen-year-old Ang Leung! While Ang’s twin
sister, Ling, protests, the Zodiac Master attacks. Ang
transforms into the Golden Dragon and drives him off.
Unwilling to accept second place, Ling disappears leaving Ang
filled with apprehension… he’s too young and inexperienced…
is he really ready to be the Golden Dragon!

3.

CAST LIST
ANG LEUNG/GOLDEN DRAGON is fifteen, handsome and far less
serious than his twin sister: Ling. Ang displays a great
spiritual strength, which he uses to inject intelligence and
creativity in battle. For a young man, Ang is remarkably
centered and spiritual. But he’s also a modern kid who loves
to have fun.
LING LEUNG/SHADOW DRAGON - Ling is fifteen, gorgeous and
possessed of superb physical ability. But she is driven by a
thirst for power and recognition, which leads her onto the
path of evil.
MASTER CHIN – The old Chinese Master of the Dojo, who is
always imparting wisdom and challenging his students to
think.
BEINGAL – beautiful teenage Tiger Temple Guardian, who grew
up with twins training to become a Guardian at Master Chin’s
dojos.
THE ZODIAC MASTER/WOO YIN FAT - Close to seven feet tall and
built like Schwartzenegger, the Zodiac Master is quite an
intimidating figure. He draws his power from the darkest Yin.
In this episode he will use the Snake Power Band, which will
alter his appearance in some scenes.
SNAKE GUARDIAN – long and lanky female temple guardian. Her
voice is calm and elegant, but there is a slight hiss to it.
(COUPLE OF LINES)
VARIOUS WARRIORS/HENCHMEN (NO LINES) They are extremely large
and wear masks.
YOUNG STUDENTS AT FIRST DOJO (NO LINES)

4.

TEASER
FADE IN:
EXT. DENSE JUNGLE PHILIPPIANS SOUTH OF MANILA – DAY
ESTABLISHING dramatic stormy sky over jungle as <ANIMAL
CRIES> are heard echoing out.

1

MASTER CHIN (VO-NARRATION)
Yin and Yang… the two cosmic forces
that influence and balance all
life.

1

EXT. SNAKE TEMPLE – CONTINUOUS
Rain whips the ancient Snake Temple, which is nearly hidden
in the dense foliage. PUSH IN.

2

MASTER CHIN (VO-NARRATION)
Tai Chi… the ultimate matter…
embodies the Yin and the Yang.

2

CLOSER ON TEMPLE
The temple appears to be covered in crawling vines, but the
vines animate into slithering CHINESE COBRAS.

3

MASTER CHIN (VO-NARRATION)
Without such balance, the world
wavers on the edge.

3

CLOSER ON COBRAS
Suddenly, the snakes react to o.s.danger, coiling and
<HISSING> and fanning open their ominous Cobra hoods.

4

MASTER CHIN (VO-NARRATION)
Where evil waits to strike.

4

The Cobra closest to CAMERA strikes, its fan squirting venom
at the lens.
REVERSE ANGLE – OVER COBRA HOOD –
Four of the Zodiac Master’s WARRIORS are charging towards the
temple.

5

ZM WARRIORS
< attack CRIES thru next >

5

5.

ON SCENE
The snakes strike out at the Warriors, who use their fighting
sticks to flip away the attacking <HISSING> snakes.
ON TEMPLE DOOR
More Cobras hang over the arch and still more are guarding
the sides and floor, but one of the warriors does a flying,
spinning leap INTO SHOT, his boots slamming into the door and
< SMASHING > it open.
CUT TO:
INT. SNAKE TEMPLE - CONTINUOUS
The amazing temple is ablaze with serpentine-shaped flaming
torches (fire is the snake’s natural element). There is a
large snake pit in the center, slithering with shimmering
snakes. One towering Cobra statue stretches out over the pit.
(NOTE: The fanged mouth of the impressive statue is low
enough for a man to reach into and it will be revealed to
contain the shrine of the power band.)
THE FOUR WARRIORS - charge into the temple.
FEATURE SNAKE PIT
In an amazing display of FX a young woman –long and lanky –
emerges from the cover provided by he many cobras which have
provided her with camouflage inside the pit. She is the SNAKE
GUARDIAN (who has not yet transformed into her armor/guardian
costume).

6

SNAKE GUARDIAN
You have violated the Snake Temple.

6

OTS WARRIORS ON SNAKE GUARDIAN
The Snake Guardian moves gracefully towards the cobra statue
and stops before it.

7

SNAKE GUARDIAN
I am Cobra, Guardian of the Temple
Of The Snakes! I ask you to leave
now!

7

The Snake Guardian reaches into the mouth of the cobra statue
and removes an armband with a snake design. She slips it on
her upper arm.

6.

8

SNAKE GUARDIAN
Or I shall be forced to strike!

8

ON WARRIORS
The four warriors charge towards the guardian.

9

WARRIORS
< attack CRIES >

9

ON SNAKE GUARDIAN
As she thrusts up her banded arm and incants:

10

SNAKE GUARDIAN
EMPOWER THE SNAKE!

10

In a wild display of snaking FX, the Snake Guardian changes
into her armour/costume.
FAVOR SNAKE GUARDIAN
Her body coils like a snake, then she springs at her
attackers, spinning in the air and stretching her legs and
arms as she kicks and jabs the charging warriors.

11

WARRIORS/GUARDIAN
< fighting CRIES and GRUNTS >

11

VARIOUS ANGLE SNAKE GUARDIAN AND WARRIORS
The four warriors are skilled martial artists; each trying to
land rapid-fire kicks and jabs, but the Snake Guardian is too
fast and too elastic, dodging their blows and landing many of
her own.
One by one the warriors are knocked away until only the
Largest Warrior is still attacking the Snake Guardian.
CLOSER ON LARGEST WARRIOR AND SNAKE GUARDIAN
The Guardian spins at the warrior, knocking him off his feet
and wrapping herself around the warrior like a boa
constrictor, crushing her prey.

12

LARGEST WARRIOR
< struggling GASPS and GROANS >

12

As they struggle, the Snake Guardian reacts with alarm to:

13

ZODIAC MASTER (O.S.)
The Snake Guardian has fought with
honor.

13

7.

DRAMATIC ANGLE TO REVEAL THE ZODIAC MASTER -standing before the head of the Cobra statue.

14

ZODIAC MASTER
(triumphant and snide)
And lost!

14

ON SNAKE GUARDIAN –
-reacting with alarm and angry frustration, locked in a death
grip with the largest warrior.

15

SNAKE GUARDIAN
(hissing)
Zodiac Massster!

15

DRAMATIC ON ZODIAC MASTER AND COBRA HEAD STATUE
The Zodiac Master his open hand to reveal a small black disc,
which he hurls into the statue’s open mouth.
ZODIAC MASTER

16

Yes!

16

ON SNAKE STATUE’S OPEN MOUTH
The black disc ENTERS and EXPLODES, blasting the top of the
statue’s head away.
ON SNAKE GUARDIAN AND WARRIOR
Debris showers down over them, forcing the Guardian to
release the warrior and roll aside. But a fang of the statue
falls across her, pinning her down.

17

SNAKE GUARDIAN
< GROAN, struggling grunts >

17

LOW ON GUARDIAN
The Zodiac Master STEP INTO FRAME placing a foot on the
fallen fang and insuring the Snake Guardian can’t move.

18

ZODIAC MASTER
You are defeated! The power band of
the Snakes is MINE!

18

The band on the guardian’s arm GLOWS then disappears from her
arm.
ON ZODIAC MASTER

8.

A GLOW envelops the Zodiac Master’s upper arm and the Snake
Power Band APPEARS.
ZODIAC MASTER
EMPOWER THE DARKEST YIN!

19

19

In an explosion of FX, the Zodiac Master’s appearance subtly
changes, his face appears scaly, and his eyes change color.
Then as we PUSH INTO ECU, he opens his mouth and an ominous
snake TONGUE LASHES out towards camera as he proclaims:
ZODIAC MASTER-SNAKE
It begins!

20

20
FADE OUT:

END TEASER
ACT ONE
FADE IN:
EXT. COUNTRYSIDE DOJO – SUNRISE
A tranquil lake surrounds the modest old hillside dojo set in
the lush, green countryside.
ANGLE ON COUNTRYSIDE DOJO – CONTINUOUS - DAY
PUSH IN on the dojo as we hear:

21

STUDENTS
< attack CRIES >

21

INT. COUNTRYSIDE DOJO – CONTINUOUS - SUNRISE
The dojo has an old world look and feel. Narrow wood pillars
surround the central workout area, supporting a ceiling open
in the middle. There are several pairs of young STUDENTS
working out on the mats.

22

STUDENTS
< fighting GRUNTS & WALLA thru next
shots >
CAMERA PANS THE STUDENTS
Two students bow to one another.

22

9.

The next pair gracefully slashes the air with their skilled
hands.
Another pair is in combat, one smoothly flipping the other.
PAN ENDS ON ANG, LING AND BEINGAL
In the center mat, LING and ANG face off. Just beyond (seen
between them) is BEINGAL, who bows to the twins, who bow back
to her.
BEINGAL
May you each bring honor to the
dragon.

23

23

CLOSE - LOW ON LING AND ANG
They bow to one another, their faces close and Ling glares at
Ang, clearly trying to psych him out. Ang looks cool.
LING
(sotto – threatening)
You’re going down, Ang, fast and
hard.

24

24

FAVOR ANG
As he straightens from the bow, Ang looks intense for a beat,
then his eyes twinkle and he allows a brief grin.
ANG
(sotto, serious)
If that is my destiny… so be it.
(playful) But I wouldn’t count on
it, sis.

25

25

WIDER ON TWINS – INCLUDE BEINGAL WATCHING – NOTE TO TOM T. Re
Direction, could we please intercut with a small crowd of
students (featuring Beingal) reacting to the fight. A wince
here, an ‘Ooh’ there. And maybe a “That had to hurt.” From
the ‘peanut gallery’. It would help pad out, and pace things.
Walla for student reactions provided in the cut.
The twins take fighting stances and slowly and cautiously
begin easing around one another.
FAVOR LING
With lightning speed, Ling pivots and swings her leg into a
roundhouse kick.

10.

26

LING
< attack CRY and exertion GRUNTS
building thru next shots >

26

LOW ON ANG AND LING
Ang drops into a splits manoeuvre, ducking the kick, then he
spins his legs, connecting with Ling’s legs – WHAM – the blow
knocks her off her feet. Ang springs up as -ON LING AND ANG
Ling leaps up and attacks with a series of rapid jabs and
slices, which connect with Ang’s hands and arms. He rapidly
blocks the blows, but he is driven back by her brute strength
and hostile aggression.

27

ANG
(half laughing)
Whoa, guess you’re still mad I beat
you again at “Dojo Raider” last
night.

27

WIDER ON ANG AND LING
Ang staggers back, creating a gap between them.

28

LING
You may win at video games but I
win when it’s for real.

28

FEATURE LING
Ling spins and swings her leg up into a sideways kick-CLOSE ON ANG
--Ling’s foot ENTERS FRAME and connects with Ang’s shoulder,
knocking him sideways o.s.

29

ANG
< impact GRUNT >

29

ON ANG – INCLUDE BEINGAL
He hits the ground and agilely somersaults up to his feet (a
few feet from Ling). Watching, Beingal smiles her approval.

30

ANG
(to Beingal)
Where’d she learn that move?

30

11.

31

BEINGAL
(sheepish)
Guilty.

31

32

ANG
(sarcastic)
Thanks a lot.

32

ON ANG AND LING
Ang moves cautiously around the mat while Ling slowly stalks
him like a satisfied cat.

33

LING
Wait’ll you see this one!

33

Ling suddenly does a back flip, distancing herself from Ang.
ANG’S POV ON LING
She is across the mat and suddenly charges, diving forward
onto her hands, hitting the mat and hand-springing up TOWARDS
CAMERA (Ang).

34

LING
< attack CRY >

34

QUICK SHOT - CLOSE ON ANG
His eyes look up towards her and he squints.
HIS POV ON LING
Suddenly we see her moving IN SLOW MOTION flipping towards
Ang, ready to land a leg-scissor around him.
ON ANG AND LING
Ang anticipates Ling’s move and at the last second, Ang bends
over backwards (a “Matrix” style move). Ling flies over him,
and he kicks up and propels her away from him.

35

LING
< impact GRUNT >

35

FEATURE ANG
With his shoulders on the ground, Ang swings his legs rapidly
up, wrapping them around the shoulders of Ling in a scissorlock and then he shifts his weight and slams her onto the
mat.

12.

36

ANG
< attack CRY >

36

37

LING
< impact GRUNT >

37

ON TWO
Looking furious, Ling rolls free and springs up. She is about
to deliver a kick when:

38

MASTER CHIN (O.S.)
That will be all.

38

ANGLE ON LING
Her leg continues to swing into the kick but suddenly a
steady, aged HAND ENTERS FRAME catching her foot in mid air.

39

LING
< surprised GASP >

39

WIDEN TO INCLUDE MASTER CHIN HO
The elderly dojo master releases Ling’s foot and she staggers
unsteadily back.

40

41

MASTER CHIN
So, the foot travels faster than
thought?
LING
Sorry, Master Chin… I just—

40

41

A stern Chin holds up a silencing hand and Ling swallows the
rest of her excuse.
WIDEN TO INCLUDE BEINGAL AND OTHER STUDENTS
Master Chin turns from the twins to the other students.

42

MASTER CHIN
I must cut your practice short.

42

The students bow to Chin, who bows back. Then the students
(less Ang, Ling and Beingal) move off, exiting sc.

43

STUDENTS
Yes, Master Chin.
ON LING, ANG AND BEINGAL

43

13.

Looking annoyed, Ling leans in close to Ang and whispers:

44

45

46

LING
I had you with my next move.
ANG
(grinning whisper)
Actually, you had me three moves
back, but you blew it.
BEINGAL
He’s right. (off her glare) Sorry.

44

45

46

INCLUDE CHIN

47

MASTER CHIN
Beingal, I must speak with Ang and
Ling.

47

BEINGAL bows and begins to leave when MASTER CHIN changes his
mind.

48

MASTER CHIN (CON’D)
However, since you have recently
become Guardian Of The Temple Of
The Tigers… it also concerns you
also. Stay a moment please.

48

BEINGAL bows and stays in her place. Master Chin speaks to
Ang and Ling.

49

MASTER CHIN
It is no secret that you are my
most gifted students… fraternal
twins… born in the year of the
dragon. Each destined for
greatness.

49

Ang bows his head, uncomfortable with praise, Ling beams.

50

ANG
You honor us.

50

INCLUDE BEINGAL

51

MASTER CHIN
The Golden Dragon, guardian of the
Temple, has left this plane to
become one with the spirit of the
dragons.

51

Ang and Beingal react with alarm, but Ling seems energized by
the solemn news.

14.

DIRECTION NOTE: There is a lot of exposition here which could
be broken up/lifted by some overlays of imagery ala David
Lynch. Perhaps we overlay planets and stars and over earth
the Yin Yang symbol – which then becomes consumed (animating
the dark Yang taking over the white Yin).
Or perhaps a push in on Master Chin’s eye – which match
dissolves to the planet Earth, which swirls into the Yin and
Yang Symbol – which then swirls to blackness. All the stars
go black. Let the shadow be broken by Master Chin entering
as if into a spotlight and we’re back to ‘reality’. The BG
comes back up and he says “Beingal, you must return…” etc.
Whatever… let’s try and break this up and spell out visually
that Earth itself and our Universe is in danger.

52

53
54

MASTER CHIN
In his absence a great evil
threatens the very balance of the
universe… the Yin and Yang.
Beingal, you must return at once to
guard over the Temple Of The
Tigers.
BEINGAL
Yes, Master Chin.
MASTER CHIN
A new Golden Dragon must be chosen…
before all is lost.

52

53
54

Master Chin starts off, exiting scene.

55

MASTER CHIN
I must prepare for our journey to
the Temple Of The Dragons.

55

ON TWINS AND BEINGAL
Ling is energized, while Ang looks solemn.

56

57

LING
I’ve been training all my life for
this day.
BEINGAL
(hesitant)
Uh… so has Ang…
Still feeling sad, Ang smiles at Beingal, then his sister.

56

57

15.

ANG
It’s okay, Beingal. Ling deserves
the honour. I’m happy for her.

58

58

FAVOR BEINGAL
With a relieved smile, Beingal throws her arms around Ling
and hugs her.
BEINGAL
Me too! I just wish I could be
there for the ceremony, to see you
become the next Golden Dragon.

59

59

As Ang, Ling and Beingal move on PAST CAMERA, the head of a
COBRA slowly rises into F.G., its venomous tongue lashing out
AT CAMERA, <HISS> as we…
FADE OUT:
END OF ACT ONE
ACT TWO
FADE IN:
EXT. HONG KONG HARBOR

- NIGHT

ESTABLISHING PAN FROM HARBOR TOWARDS VICTORIA. Sampans glide
over the water, contrasting with the impressive modern
skyscrapers.
ANGLE ON SMALL JUNK
The junk glides across the harbor. On a high hill overlooking
the harbor we can see MASTER CHIN’S DOJO. Directing Note: Not
sure if it’s so important to fit the Dojo in view here… but
later as a POV shot from Ang.

60

LING (O.S.)
So… the secret Temple Of The
Dragons is in Hong Kong.

60

CLOSER ON JUNK
Master Chin Ho is in the stern, silent and meditative. Ang
and Ling are standing in the bow, looking out.

61

ANG
Hey Look! There’s Master Chin’s old
dojo.

61

16.

CUT TO POV SHOT OF DOJO UP ON HILL.
ANG (O.S.)
Where we first started training.

62

62

CUT BACK ON ANG LOOKING UP. Include Sis looking up too.
ANG
The Dragon Temple must be near
here.

63

63

The junk glides closer to the bank. Ling can’t control her
excitement.
LING
I can’t wait!

64

64

Ling leaps off the boat and lands on the bank.
Ang lands right next to her in shot and stops her from
rushing off.
ANG
I don’t think I’d be so excited.

65

LING
What do you mean? Becoming the
Golden Dragon is the ultimate
level, the supreme force!

66

65
66

He holds up his hands defensively.
ANG
Hey, it’s a great honor for sure,
but it’s also a major
responsibility.

67

67

CLOSE LING
Her eyes gleam in greedy anticipation.

68

LING
But think of all that power…

68

WIDER ON JUNK at last pulled up properly. Master Chin is
disembarking slowly. Taking his time. We adjust camera (pan
or drift back to where Chin came from) to REVEAL SNAKE/COBRA
– slithering off the boats into the inky water. Chin is
unaware.
CUT BACK TO ANG AND LING.
off.

Ling pulls away from Ang and runs

17.

LING

69

C’mon!

69

WIDE LING
Ling moves down the bank. Ang steps INTO FG calling to her.
ANG
Ling wait! You’re going the wrong
way!

70

70

Ling stops and turns back.
LING
How do you know? You’ve never been
there.

71
ON ANG.

71

MASTER CHIN enters shot.

Chin smiles enigmatically as Ang frowns, puzzled.
ANG
I don’t know why I said that.

72

MASTER CHIN
And where does your mind’s eye take
you, young Master Ang?

73

72
73

NOTE: You might want to cut to Ling. She stops. Does a
double take back to where Chin and Ang are.
ON ANG, who points towards what appears to be a wall of rocks
overgrown with vines and vegetation right at the water’s
edge.
ANG
(meek, unsure)
There…?

74

74

Ling comes back into shot.
LING
The wall? C’mon, Ang, stop fooling
around.

75

75

WIDER
Chin moves to the wall and the twins exchange a look.

76

MASTER CHIN
Your brother is correct.
Ang shrugs, Ling glowers at him.

76

18.

LING
(sotto, sneering)
Always teacher’s pet.

77

77

ON CHIN AT VINE COVERED WALL
The twins ENTER SHOT as Master Chin parts the vines like a
curtain to reveal a solid wall with an ancient DRAGON SYMBOL
etched into it.
Chin presses his hand on the symbol and the wall begins to
open like a door, revealing a tunnel.
Ling instantly ducks inside the tunnel, Ang waits for Master
Chin to enter then he follows.
LING
The secret passage to the Temple Of
The Dragons!

78

78

INT. UNDERGROUND TUNNEL – CONTINUOUS
The ancient-looking tunnel is lit by a series of wall torches
revealing that an underground river runs alongside a narrow
path. The trio moves swiftly through the tunnel.
ANG
(thoughtful)
We’re heading into the mountain…
under the old Dragon Dojo…

79

79

ANOTHER ANGLE ON TRIO
They continue moving along the path beside the river.

80

LING
You mean the secret Temple was
right under us all that time!?

80

81

MASTER CHIN
Life often passes under one’s nose
undetected.

81

FAVOR LING
She keeps moving on, so excited that she gets ahead of the
others, past a narrow tunnel, which veers off with another
stream flowing through it. Ling follows the stream, which is
the wrong way. Master Chin stops at the other tunnel
entrance.

19.

82

MASTER CHIN
Ling, to focus on the end, can be
to miss the journey.

82

Chin disappears down the other tunnel as Ling races back to
join Ang, who waits for his sister.

83

LING
What’d he say?

83

84

ANG
Wrong turn.

84

They duck into the new tunnel and we…
CUT TO:
INT. UNDERGROUND TEMPLE OF THE DRAGONS – CONTINUOUS
From the stream-tunnel, Chin enters looking reverent. We do
not see the full view/majesty of the temple from this angle.
A beat and Ling and Ang rush in and stop dead in their tracks
looking upwards in awe and amazement.
MASTER CHIN

85

Behold…

85

They start moving up the steps and we…
INT. TEMPLE OF THE DRAGONS – CONTINUOUS
Gigantic dragon statues loom over the three humans as they
enter the sacred temple. At the end of the aisle of dragons
is a massive crouched Golden Dragon; blazing fire burns
inside the mouth of the statue. Ang is awed and reverent.
Ling looks greedily at their surroundings.

86

MASTER CHIN
The ancient Temple Of The Dragons.

86

DRAMATIC UP ANGLE ON DRAGON STATUE
The twins watch in awed silence as Chin moves up the center
stairs towards the Golden Dragon’s fiery mouth.

87

MASTER CHIN
Within each of the twelve secret
temples of the ancient Chinese
Zodiac…
DRAMATIC - CHIN AND FIERY DRAGON STATUE MOUTH

87

20.

Chin stops directly in front of the fiery dragon mouth, and
then he turns and looks down towards the twins.
MASTER CHIN
… is hidden a shrine.

89

89

CLOSER
Chin turns towards the fiery mouth and suddenly FLAMES SHOOT
OUT <WHOOSHING> around him (not touching him).
FAVOR CHIN AND FIERY DRAGON MOUTH
Chin reaches between the flames into the statue’s mouth,
where we see the GOLDEN POWER BAND OF THE DRAGONS in the
flames. The flames <WHOOSH> back into the dragon’s mouth
(returning to the way they had been earlier).
The twins stare up as Master Chin turns back towards them,
holding out the band.
MASTER CHIN
Concealed inside each of the twelve
shrines is…

90

90

CLOSER ON CHIN
Holding up the GOLDEN BAND BEARING THE DRAGON SYMBOL.
MASTER CHIN
…a sacred band.

91

91

ANGLE ON THE HOODED COBRA WATCHING THEM FROM THE SHADOWS
CLOSE ON TWINS
Ang reverent, Ling greedy anticipation.
LING
The Power Band of the Dragons…

92

92

FAVOR CHIN
Holding up the band, Chin moves towards the awaiting twins.
NOTE: Tom, you might wish to add a bit of visual hocus pocus
to this next speech of exposition. Perhaps have ghost like
silhouettes of ‘past warriors’ on a DX and they sort of
swirl/suck/meld into the band’s jewel.

21.

93

MASTER CHIN
Containing the essence and skills
of a thousand past dragons! Honored
warriors who dedicate their lives
to protecting the universal
balance… the Yin and Yang!

93

CLOSER ON THREE
Chin stops one step above the twins, holding the band high.
Ling is mesmerized by it, Ang humbled.

94

95
96

MASTER CHIN
Now the band of power must be
joined with the next Golden Dragon…
the new protector.
LING
(stepping forward)
I am ready, Master.
MASTER CHIN
No, my child, it is not your
destiny.

94

95
96

Ling is stunned. Ang looks confused.

97

LING
What are you saying!? I’ve proven
I’m the best fighter!

97

FAVOR CHIN AND ANG
Master Chin turns to Ang and holds out the band to him.
EFX – THE BAND takes on a glow when held in front of Ang.

98

MASTER CHIN
Perhaps, but your brother Ang is
the chosen one.

98

Ang frowns, taking a step back. Ling explodes.

99

ANG
There must be some mistake… I can’t
be the Golden Dragon.

100

LING
The power belongs to me! I’ve
earned it!

99

100

NOTE: Big note for Rick, Sean & Bob. If I was looking for a
place to pad out this script, it’d be here.

22.

It would be nice to have Ang try on the band – test drive it
for a moment and it all go hopelessly wrong. He’s too self
conscious; nearly flames his own toes/breaks a rib etc. Ling
just laughs at him. “Some dragon!” Ang transforms back to
just being Ang and THEN the doors burst open. This gives us
more character stuff and makes Ang even more of an underdog.
And makes more sense of Ling’s line later when she claims to
be The Golden Dragon. ALSO we could tweak the next beat with
Ling having grabbed the armband, but it gets knocked out of
her hands and lands at Ang’s feet. I can pen something up
over the weekend, if it’ll help.
Before Ling can go on SHIFT FOCUS as the temple door EXPLODES
open.
ANG
What’s happening!?

101

101

ON DOORWAY
The smoke clears and THE ZODIAC MASTER and his powerful
MINIONS/WARRIORS charge in! His minions are masked warriors
and are nearly as daunting. (Note: The Zodiac Master is
wearing the Snake Power Band, but he has not activated it.)
WARRIORS
<attack CRIES>

102

102
FADE OUT

END OF ACT TWO
ACT THREE
FADE IN:
INT. TEMPLE OF THE DRAGONS – RESUME SCENE
The smoke continues to clear and the Zodiac Master stands
flanked by his warriors. The Cobra slithers up his leg,
coiling around his arm.

103

ZODIAC MASTER
My pet has done well, leading us
straight to the secret temple.

103

FAVOR OUR HEROES
Ling assumes a fighting stance, but before Ang can, Chin
moves in front of him, obscuring him from the Zodiac Master.

23.

104

MASTER CHIN
(sotto to Ang)
Do not move

105

But—

106

Trust.

104

ANG

105
MASTER CHIN

106

FAVOR LING AND ZODIAC MASTER AND WARRIORS

107

LING
Who dares enter the Temple Of The
Dragons!? My temple!

107

Zodiac Master smiles a truly evil smile.

108

109

ZODIAC MASTER
Ah, it appears this little girl is
the next Golden Dragon.
Congratulations, my dear.
LING
(defiant)
That’s right! And who are you?

108

109

FAVOR CHIN HO
He faces the Zodiac Master, still keeping Ang behind him.

110

111

MASTER CHIN
One of my students, I fear.… he is
Woo Yin.
ZODIAC MASTER
Woo Yin no longer exists… I am The
Zodiac Master, Lord Of The Darkest
Yin!

110

111

ON ZODIAC MASTER
He touches the Snake Power Band on his arm. Note, I’d keep
this guy on the move. Slowly encroaching closer and closer…
slowly… slowly. Menacing rather than standing there
pontificating.

112

ZODIAC MASTER
I have won the Power Band Of The
Snakes. Now I shall claim the
ultimate power… the power of the
Dragon!

112

24.

FAVOR LING

114

LING
Get in line! It’s mine!

114

NOTE: On Ling’s line, ZM stops in his tracks. Smiles. Makes a
simple gesture (A finger snap? Two quick hand claps?) and
that is the cue for the next bit.
Two of Z.M.’s warriors charge at Ling, who flips back onto
her hands then springs forward off her hands and meets each
warrior with a boot into the chest, driving them back.

115

LING/TWO WARRIORS
< exertion and impact GRUNTS >

115

ON CHIN AND ANG
Ang is ready to join the fight, but Chin grabs Ang and moves
them towards the Dragon Statue with the fire burning within.

116

ANG
I have to help Ling!

116

Chin holds up the dragon band.

117

118
119

MASTER CHIN
Yes… but not as her twin… as the
Golden Dragon!
ANG
Huh, No way! I’m not ready.
MASTER CHIN
There is only shame in failing…
when no attempt is made.

117

118
119

CLOSE ANG AND CHIN
Ang looks at the band and nods.

120

ANG
Okay… I’ll try.

120

Master Chin ceremoniously holds up the power band and the
Dragon Fire shoots out in a blaze from the statue.

121

MASTER CHIN
Do not try… BE the Dragon!
ON LING AND LARGEST WARRIOR

121

25.

The Largest Warrior is about to connect a kick, but Ling
leaps to one of the statues and kicks off it and back into
the Largest Warrior. – WHAM – driving him to the ground!
LING/LARGEST WARRIOR
(exertion and impact
GRUNTS)
She springs up and leaps through the air towards—
THE ZODIAC MASTER
--who turns just as Ling ENTERS and he backhands her with
such power she is driven o.s.
LING
(pained CRY)
ON LING
She <SLAMS> into the wall, slumping into a dazed heap.
LING
(impact CRY - pained
GROAN)
ON ZODIAC MASTER FG - CHIN BG (IN FRONT OF ANG)
Ang moves into view and the Zodiac Master suddenly sees Ang
wearing the band and the Zodiac Master laughs.

122

ZODIAC MASTER
(scoffing, laughing)
So the boy hiding behind his master
thinks he is the next Golden
Dragon!

122

123

MASTER CHIN
A youthful body serves as temple to
the soul of a mighty dragon.

123

124

ZODIAC MASTER
We shall see!

124

The Zodiac Master starts towards Ang.
ON ANG AND CHIN
Chin bows to the boy.

125

MASTER CHIN
You know what you must do. Now go
with honor.

125

26.

DRAMATIC ANG – DRAGON STATUE IN BG
Ang summons his inner strength, and then thrusts up his
banded arm while shouting:

126

ANG
EMPOWER THE DRAGON!

126

Fire shoots from the statue engulfing Ang in a swirl of fire
which soars into the air taking the form of a fiery dragon,
then it whirls around Ang as THE CHINESE LETTER SYMBOL FOR
THE DRAGON SHOOTS IN OVER CAMERA AND EXPLODES AND ANG IS
TRANSFORMED INTO THE GOLDEN DRAGON (his costume changing into
warrior-armor mode).

127

MASTER CHIN (O.S.)
Behold… The New Golden Dragon!

127

Ang/Golden Dragon stands silhouetted by the fire behind him
in the mouth of the statue.
CLOSER ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
As he looks down at himself and reacts. NOTE: If we add that
extra bit earlier, then this moment would move back there.

128

ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
(sotto, amazed)
Whooa… hey… cool.

128

ANGLE ON LING AND FALLEN WARRIOR
Ling is still down dazed beside the fallen warrior, but she
struggles onto her elbow and stares at her o.s. brother with
a combination of awe and envy.
LING

129

(weak)
Ang…?

129

ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON AND ZODIAC MASTER
They bow to each other, and then Ang/Golden Dragon moves
cautiously towards the Zodiac Master.
ON ZODIAC MASTER

130

ZODIAC MASTER
(toughing Snake Band)
Empower the Darkest Yin! Snake!

130

27.

In an explosion of FX Zodiac Master is transformed into his
snake mode (as seen earlier), his mouth opens to reveal his
lashing snake tongue.
ZODIAC MASTER/SNAKE AND ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
Zodiac Master/Snake stretches his body (Matrix style) then
begins attacking the less steady Golden Dragon – who blocks
and dodges, his speed and confidence building.
ZODIAC MASTER/ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
(attack CRY exertion
GRUNTS thru next shots)
ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
He does a spinning kick, knocking the Zodiac Master/Snake
back long enough for Ang/Golden Dragon to do a back flip back
towards Master Chin.
ON MASTER CHIN
Ang/Golden Dragon lands near Master Chin.

131

ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
He’s powerful. It may take more
warriors to defeat him.

131

132

MASTER CHIN
There is no problem… you possess
the power of a thousand warriors.

132

FAVOR ZODIAC MASTER/SNAKE
Ang/Golden Dragon charges. But as he approaches, the Zodiac
Master/Snake suddenly thrusts his arm upward and his body
lifts into the air and he actually FLIES over the surprised
Ang/Golden Dragon.
Zodiac Master/Snake spins around in the air and he lands
behind Ang/Golden Dragon, grabs him and—
CLOSER ZODIAC MASTER/SNAKE AND ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
--flips Ang/Golden Dragon up and o.s.

133

ZODIAC MASTER/ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
<fighting CRIES>

133

ON ZODIAC MASTER/SNAKE AND ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
Ang/Golden Dragon lands and uses his motion to vault back and
sail into Zodiac Master’s stomach.

28.

But the Zodiac Master/Snake absorbs the thrust of the kick,
and then he heaves his powerful chest forward and sends
Ang/Golden Dragon sailing back across the room.

134

ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
< attack CRY >

134

ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
As he sails towards the wall, SLAMMING into it. NOTE to Tom:
Or perhaps more ironic/symbolic if he smashes in to one of
the Dragon statues, bits of it crack and fall off.

135

ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
< impact GRUNT – dazed MOAN >

135

ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON AND ZODIAC MASTER/SNAKE
Zodiac Master/Snake moves towards the fallen Ang/Golden
Dragon looking ominous. His snake tongue lashes out as:

136

ZODIAC MASTER/SNAKE
It would appear Master Chin has
chosen poorly again…

136

Ang/Golden Dragon is on the ground, the Zodiac Master/Snake
is moving towards him, poised to strike a final blow.

137

ZODIAC MASTER/SNAKE
The new Golden Dragon has brought
shame to his temple.

137

NOTE: And then the head of said statue crashes down next to
him. Added symbolism & irony.
CLOSE ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
He opens his eyes and sees— (NOTE: perhaps he sees nothing
but the face of that broken dragon statue up close. Just a
thought.)
ON MASTER CHIN – DRAGON STATUE BEHIND HIM CHIN as he says:

138

ZOOM IN ECU ON

MASTER CHIN (ECHO REVERB)
Ang, you are the Golden Dragon!

138

CLOSE ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
Reflected firelight gleams in his eyes as he hears.

139

MASTER CHIN (O.S.)
Seize the power within.

139

29.

WIDEN - as Zodiac Master/Snake is about to smash him with his
boot, Ang/Golden Dragon’s hand comes up with lightning speed
and grabs it, stopping it cold. Then with super human
strength, he heaves Zodiac Master/Snake up and o.s.
ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
< exertion GRUNT >

140

140

ON ZODIAC MASTER
He <SLAMS> against one of the Dragon statues.
ZODIAC MASTER
(impact GRUNT)
So the novice knows a few tricks.

141

141

CLOSE ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
(to himself, unsure)
I just wish I knew how I was doing
them…

142

142

ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON AND ZODIAC MASTER/SNAKE
Zodiac Master/Snake thrusts up his arm and spirals into the
air.
ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
Okay, let’s see…

143

143

Ang/Golden Dragon copies the move and spirals up.
ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
… whoa it works.

144

144

UP ON TWO
High in the air, the Zodiac Master kicks/flips off the temple
wall and comes sailing at Ang/Golden Dragon.
As the two meet high above the ground, Ang/Golden Dragon is
flipping back in the air and delivering bicycle-style rapid
kicks into the Zodiac Master/Snake driving him back.

145

ZODIAC MASTER/ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
< impact/fighting GRUNTS thru next
shot >

145

The Zodiac Master/Snake <SLAMS> into the wall and slides down
it, defeated. Ang/Golden Dragon lands close to him.
ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON AND ZODIAC MASTER

30.

As the Zodiac Master slumps on the ground in dazed, the Snake
Power Band on his arm GLOWS then DISAPPEARS, REAPPEARING ON
ANG’S ARM (opposite to Dragon Band). (NOTE: Zodiac Master’s
appearance returns to normal.)

146

ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
(re: Snake Band)
Guess this means I won.

146

ON ZODIAC MASTER

147

ZODIAC MASTER
(weakly pointing o.s.)
That depends on how much you value
that pathetic old man.

147

POV MASTER CHIN AND THREE WARRIORS
Master Chin is being held by the Largest Warrior and flanked
by two other warriors.

148

ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
Master Chin!

148

FAVOR ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
He seems to float up through the air and he lands on the head
of the dragon statue, looking down.
FAVOR CHIN, WARRIORS AND ZODIAC MASTER
Smiling victoriously, the Zodiac Master moves towards Chin.

149

ZODIAC MASTER
Surrender the Dragon and Snake
power bands and your master lives.

149

150

MASTER CHIN
Remember… the life of the Golden
Dragon is a series of tests…

150

UP ANGLE ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON

151

MASTER CHIN (O.S.)
(pointedly)
Trial by fire you might say.
CLOSE ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
Ang/Golden Dragon looks down at his hands.

151

31.

ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
(sotto, to himself)
Of course… Okay, you can do this…
or fry trying…

152

152

He thrusts his hands towards the o.s. Zodiac Master.
ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
DRAGON FIRE!

153

153

A <CRACKLING> BLAST OF DRAGON FIRE SHOOTS FROM ANG/GOLDEN
DRAGON GLOVED HANDS OVER CAMERA down towards-ZODIAC MASTER - forcing him to dive for cover.
OTS ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON –
As he leaps towards the warriors holding Chin.
ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
Let him go!

154

154

ON ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON AND WARRIORS
The warriors release Chin to try and defend against
Ang/Golden Dragon, who rapidly delivers three kicks, sending
the warriors sailing o.s.
WARRIORS
< impact GRUNTS >

155

155

ON ZODIAC MASTER
His warriors crash down around him.
WARRIORS
< impact GRUNTS >

156

ZODIAC MASTER
You may have won this round, young
dragon, but next time I will be
ready! (taunting) Will you…?

157

156
157

Zodiac Master suddenly pulls some small black discs from his
belt and hurls them to the ground where they EXPLODE into
SMOKE BOMBS. He and warriors disappear in the smoke.
ON SCENE
Ang/Golden Dragon rushes to Ling, who staggers unsteadily to
her feet.

32.

158

ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
Ling! Are you okay?

158

159

LING
You blew it! You let them escape.

159

CLOSER – INCLUDE CHIN
MASTER CHIN
A higher purpose has been achieved.
You have saved the Snake Power
Band… while bringing honor to the
dragons.

160

ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
(quiet awe)
I felt them… I felt the power of
the past dragons inside me…

161

160

161

INCLUDE THE DRAGON STATUE
Ang/Golden Dragon turns and looks up at the dragon statue,
FIRE <WHOOSHING> from its mouth. He touches the golden band.
ANG/GOLDEN DRAGON
(sotto, respectful)
Thank you for your guidance.

162

162

CLOSER
Golden light swirls from the band and in an explosion of FX,
THE GOLDEN DRAGON TRANSFORMS BACK INTO YOUNG ANG. Ang wavers
unsteadily for a beat, clearly overwhelmed.

163

ANG
Wow… that was amazing...

163

INCLUDE CHIN
Ang suddenly remembers the Snake Band on his other arm and
removes it and hands it to Chin.

164

165

ANG
This was pretty incredible too; I
mean the way the Snake Power Band
just came to me.
MASTER CHIN
Upon defeat, the power transfers to
the victor. (pointedly to Ling)
But only one destined to become a
Guardian truly understands its
power.

164

165

33.

Chin moves off, leaving the siblings alone.

166

167

ANG
Ling… I’m so sorry… You know I
didn’t want this… but if it’s my
destiny.
LING
(controlled seething)
No. It’s mine. I earned it. Not
you. Believe me, this isn’t over! I
will wear that band.

166

167

Ling whirls around and strides off.

168

ANG
Ling wait! Where are you going?

168

ON LING – eyes wild with rage.

169

LING
As far away from you as I can get.
But mark my words… I will possess
the power of the Dragon!

169

ON ANG – DRAGON STATUE IN B.G.
Ang looks stricken. FLAMES EXPLODE from the Dragon statue, as
we….
FADE OUT
END OF PART ONE

